
LHCb SciFi Test-beam Run Manual

Enabling the beam
1. Ensure that the beam area is closed safely.

2. If not already running, in the start menu, click on CESAR NEXT. This will open CESAR 
GUI 0.19.7 

3. Under the menu ACCESS, click  ACCESS COMMAND
4. Click on BEAM...
5. Enter your NICE information
6. The relevant beam elements will ramp to BEAM_ON operational state over the next 5 

minutes. 

Disabling the beam
If you wish to access the area, refer to Accessing the Beam Area

1. If not already running, in the start menu, click on CESAR NEXT. This will open CESAR 
GUI 0.19.7 

2. Under the menu ACCESS, click  ACCESS COMMAND
3. Click on BEAM...
4. Enter your NICE information
5. The relevant beam elements will ramp down to SAFE operational state over the next 5 

minutes. 

Monitoring the beam
1. If not already running, in the start menu, click on CESAR NEXT. This will open CESAR 

GUI 0.19.7

2. When making adjustments, always unclick or leave unclicked the “Update Beam 
Reference” button. Mistakes and be unmade easily this way. 

3. Monitoring detectors are found under the very top left button “Physicist” -> Detectors or 
Click on the relevant Profile buttons in the toolbar at the top middle. 

a) To Monitor the beam spot size in the experimental area: look at Delay wire chambers 475 
and 476 

b) To monitor the acceptance and beam spot size before Bend 1, check MWPC 403 and 404 
(see if it is centered). Sometimes the BEND magnets do not come back after an access. 
Units are in Amps. Adjust by 0.1 as necessary, but no more than 0.9 Amps in total. 

c) To monitor the beam intensity, under “Scintillator Status” look at Scint06 (XSCI.042.475)

4. Contact a SciFi test beam expert or beam control personnel, Nikos (169887) or Ilias 
(16392), if you have questions or problems. 

Controlling the beam
1. To defocus the beam, reduce the current in the nearest quadrupoles Q427, Q444, Q457.  
2. To collimate the beam, adjust collimators C5 and C6.  



3. To stop the beam, under ACCESS -> ACCESS COMMAND -> BEAM...
4. Contact a SciFi test beam expert or beam control personnel, Nikos (169887) or Ilias 

(16392), if you have questions or problems. 

Accessing the Beam Area 
1. Check beam condition

• If the beam is off: skip to 4.  

• If the beam is on: In the CESAR GUI, under the menu ACCESS -> ACCESS 
COMMAND, choose room PPE138, then OPEN 

2. Enter your NICE account information

3. Wait for about 5 min as the beam enters SAFE mode. The BEND and XTXA values will 
ramp down to their SAFE values, which can be seen if you click “refresh”. 

4. Always enter as Key Access Mode on the touch screen. 

5. Press Validate. 

6. Press Key Release on the touchscreen and remove the key indicated by the red light for each
person entering the area. 

7. To open the door, insert a key into the “access with key” slot and turn.

8. Open the door, remove the key in the access slot and enter quickly. Close the door within 30 
seconds.  If the door is open for more than 30 seconds, the access goes to Free Mode, which 
requires someone with Patrol Authorization to close the area after. 

9. To exit the test beam area, press the green button to the left of the door.

10. Return the all keys after exiting. 

11. Press End of Access once finished with the entry and Validate. The beam can now be turned 
on. 
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